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meaningless — but these patterns
were sufficient to produce normal
eye growth (this means that the
common expression ‘form
deprivation myopia’ is misleading,
as ‘form vision’ appears to play no
role). For the control of eye growth,
therefore, the retina does not
seem to care about object or form
vision — it is only the high spatial
frequency content that is
important.
What does this mean for human
myopia development? If high
spatial frequencies in the retinal
image are required to avoid
myopia, even small amounts of
defocus could be a major risk
factor. This is illustrated in Figure 1:
all three images in Figure 1A — a
normal image in the middle,
flanked by a low-pass-filtered
image on the left and a high-pass-
filtered image on the right — are
defocused in Figure 1B. The image
on the left is not much affected by
the defocus, but in the image on the
right, the high spatial frequency
components are lost as a result of
the defocus. If the high spatial
frequency components are so
important, defocus would become
a rather critical experience. It
would not be advisable to
under-correct myopic people, as
this could stimulate deprivation
myopia. In fact, a widely cited
recent study [7], comparing myopia




But this cannot be the whole
story. A control system for eye
growth that is dependent only on
high spatial frequencies would
seem inherently unstable.
The signal would be lost with small
amounts of defocus, and with
increasing myopia, there would be
further loss of high spatial
frequencies, accelerating myopia
in a positive, feed-forward fashion.
It is hard to believe that nature
would rely on an open loop system
to control such an important
variable like eye growth.
In addition to the retinal
mechanism that determines the
spatial frequency content and
‘prevents deprivation myopia’,
there is another mechanism that
determines whether the focal plane
is in front or behind the
photoreceptor layer — it
‘measures’ the vergence of rays.
This mechanism provides a strong
inhibitory signal for eye growth if
the image is in front of the retina,
even though high spatial frequency
components are lacking ([8],
reviewed with additional data in
[9]). The inhibitory signal is much
more powerful than the one that
causes deprivation myopia. For
example, four periods of only
two minutes a day with positive
lenses block deprivation myopia
completely, even though the eye
was covered with frosted goggles
for all of the rest of the day [10].
So there is still much to be
learned about the visual control of
eye growth. One big question is:
what could be the biological
sense of a retinal mechanism that
produces myopia by default when
the high spatial frequencies are
lacking from the retinal image — the
open loop condition, as studied by
Hess et al. [2]? In particular, why is
this mechanism needed when there
is an additional closed loop
feedback system for the control of
axial eye growth that uses the sign
of the optical defocus as an error
signal [9]? And how could the
retina determine the sign of
imposed defocus, which occurs ‘in
a matter of minutes’ as shown by
Zhu et al. [11]. Detection of the sign
of defocus would appear to be
a more demanding task than
‘measuring’ the spatial frequency
content of an image; but measuring
spatial frequencies may not be
enough for the development of
normal vision.
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of the X Kind
X chromosome inactivation ensures equal dosage of X-linked genes
between male and female mammals. Two new studies have shown that
the initiation of inactivation is preceded by X chromosome pairing; their
results implicate this pairing in the choice and counting functions of
X chromosome inactivation.James M.A. Turner
In mammals, males have one
X chromosome (XY) and females
two (XX). In order to ensure that the
levels of X-gene products are equal
between the two sexes, oneX chromosome in each female cell
is inactivated early in embryonic
development. X chromosome
inactivation (XCI) has three broadly
defined steps [1]. In the first step,
‘counting’, the cell must register
that more than one X chromosome


















Figure 1. Xic–Xic pairing is required for X chromosome counting and choice.
Prior to XCI in XX ES cells, the two Xics (light green boxes) are spatially separated from
one another within the nucleus, both residing near the nuclear periphery [8]. Prior to, or
during, the early stages of XCI, the two Xics come into close contact. Counting and
choice ensue. In an XX mutant heterozygous for a 65 kilobase deletion 30 of Xist
(dark green box), pairing cannot take place, and counting and choice are disturbed.
Multicopy Tsix or Xite transgenes (red boxes) out compete the Xic–Xic interations in
XX cells, leading again to pairing failure and disturbed counting and choice.is present, and therefore that XCI is
necessary. In the second, ‘choice’,
a decision must be made as to
which of the two X chromosomes
to inactivate; in the epiblast, this
decision is random, so that within
each cell there is an equal
probability that the maternal or
paternal X chromosome will be
chosen for silencing. In the
final step, ‘initiation’, XCI itself
takes place.
All three steps of XCI require
elements that map to a region of
the X chromosome known as the
X inactivation centre (Xic). The
initiation of XCI is mediated by
a noncoding RNA, Xist [2], which
coats the future inactive
X chromosome (Xi) from which it is
transcribed — that is, ‘in cis’ — and
induces changes in higher-order
chromatin structure that lead to
a silent state [3]. Xist RNA
accumulation on the future active
X chromosome (Xa) is prevented by
transcription of its antisense
partner, Tsix [4], and expression of
Tsix is, in turn, regulated by a third
transcript, Xite [5]. Mutation or
deletion of sequences 30 of Xist,
which include Tsix and Xite, lead to
preferential inactivation of the
mutated X chromosome instead of
random XCI, demonstrating that
this region of the Xic is involved in
X chromosome ‘choice’. The sameregion is also involved in
‘counting’; for instance, deletion of
a 65 kilobase region 30 of Xist
results in XCI even when only
a single X chromosome is present,
such as in XY males [6]. Thus, XCI
initiation, counting and choice are
all regulated by a complex
interaction of non-coding RNAs
that originate from the Xic and
function in cis.
But this is not the whole story.
X chromosome counting and
mutually exclusive choice must, in
theory, require some form of
communication between the two
X chromosomes prior to the
initiation of XCI, but how might this
be achieved? Two new studies [7,8]
show that the answer lies in
juxtaposition, or ‘pairing’, between
the twoXics, a finding that confirms
a previous hypothesis [9]. These
pairing events were revealed using
DNA fluorescence in situ
hybridisation (FISH) on embryonic
stem (ES) cells, an in vitro system in
which XCI can be induced by
differentiation. Prior to
differentiation, when both
X chromosomes are active, the two
Xics were seen to be spatially
separated within the nucleus.
Following differentiation, however,
the two Xics came into close
proximity, so that they were
‘paired’ (Figure 1). Remarkably,one of the studies [7] found that
other regions of the X chromosome
did not interact, indicating that this
pairing was highly specific to the
Xics and was therefore likely to be
important in XCI. Further evidence
for Xic–Xic pairing was then
provided by chromosome
conformation capture analysis
[7,10], a method in which two
closely located DNA segments are
‘frozen’ in space by fixation and
then ligated and detected by PCR.
Importantly, pairing was found to
occur prior to [8], or at the onset [7]
of Xist accumulation, suggesting
a very early role in XCI, when
counting and choice are thought
to occur.
Both groups [7,8] went on to
obtain evidence that Xic-pairing is
functionally related to the counting/
choice steps of XCI, by studying
pairing in ES cell mutants defective
in these processes. Bacher et al. [8]
made use of previously
characterised XY ES cell lines
which contain either multiple or
single copies of a 460 kilobase Xic
transgene integrated at autosomal
locations [11]. They found that
multiple copy transgenes, which
are known to function as Xics —
they are proficient in counting/
choice — paired efficiently with the
X chromosomal Xic, while the
single copy transgene, which
cannot function as an Xic during
random XCI, did not. They then
discovered that, in XX ES cells with
a 65 kilobase deletion 30 of Xist that
disrupts counting/choice [6],
pairing between the
X chromosomes did not take place
(Figure 1). Thus pairing and
counting/choice were tightly
linked.
Xu et al. [7] employed a similar
strategy, while focusing more on
specific elements within the Xic
that are necessary for pairing. They
discovered that deletions in either
Tsix or Xite, which cause defects in
counting/choice [5,12], attenuated
or abolished pairing,
demonstrating that not one, but
both loci are important for normal
Xic–Xic interactions. In a second
approach, they studied specific
sub-fragments of the Xic present
as multicopy transgenes in XX ES
cells. They determined that Tsix
and Xite fragments as small as
3.7 kilobases and 5.6 kilobases,
Dispatch
R261respectively, could promote
efficient, ectopic pairing between
the automosomally integrated
transgenes and one of the two
X chromosomes. Interestingly,
these ectopic interactions ‘out-
competed’ those between the two
X chromosomes, resulting in
defective X–X pairing (Figure 1).
This was a particularly satisfying
observation, because these ES
cell lines have previously
been found to be defective in
counting/choice [12].
The findings of both groups [7,8]
thus demonstrate a tight
correlation between pairing and
counting/choice that cannot be
explained by mere coincidence. It
may seem puzzling at first glance
that a 460 kilobase transgene,
which contains both Tsix and Xite,
cannot induce pairing, while sub-
fragments of Tsix and Xite can.
A simple explanation is that normal
Xic–Xic pairing requires elements
both within — Tsix and Xite — and
outside the 460 kilobase Xic region,
but that the loss of the more distant
elements can be compensated by
increasing the copy number of
elements within this region, as seen




a considerable conceptual leap
in our understanding of
X chromosome counting and
choice, two aspects of XCI that
have so far remained elusive.
Clustering of Xics in a sub-region
of the nucleus may be essential
for the cell to determine
X chromosome number, whilesimultaneously allowing
interactions that could be essential
for deciding which X chromosome
to silence and which to remain
active.
How X–X pairing occurs is at
present a completely open
question. The finding that Tsix and
Xite are specifically required begs
the question as to whether
transcription of these genes is
a necessary step in guiding the
Xics towards each other. This issue
could be addressed by comparing
the dynamics of Tsix/Xite
transcription with those of
chromosome pairing, both within
the endogenous and transgenic
Xics. Pairing could also require
DNA binding proteins such as
CTCF, a major regulator of
chromatin topology that has
previously been implicated in
X chromosome choice [13], or
could be mediated in a manner
similar to somatic homologous
pairing in Drosophila, which
involves members of the Polycomb
and Trithorax group proteins
[14,15]. Whatever the mechanism,
these findings represent an
exciting new avenue of research in
the field of XCI.
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